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An associative ring R is said to have stable range one if for any a,b £ R satisfying
aR + bR — R, there exists y € R such that a + by is right ( equivalently, left)
invertible. Call a ring R strongly ir-regular if for every element a £ R there exist
a number n (depending on a) and an element x 6 R such that a" = a"+1se. It
is an open question whether all strongly 7r-regular rings have stable range one.
The purpose of this note is to prove the following Theorem: If R is a strongly
ir-regular ring with the property that all powers of every nilpotent von Neumann
regular element are von Neumann regular in R, then R has stable range one.

Let R be an associative ring with identity, i i is said to have stable range one

if for any a,b G R satisfying aR + bR = R, there exists y € R such that o + by is

right (equivalently, left) invertible. Call a ring i i strongly ir-regular if for every element

a G R there exist a number n (depending on a) and an element x £ R such that

an = an+1x. This is in fact a two-sided condition [2].

It is an open question whether all strongly 7r-regular rings have stable range one.

Many special classes of strongly 7r-regular rings have been proved to have stable range

one (see [1, 4, 6, 7]). Goodearl and Menal [3] proved that strongly TT-regular regular

rings are unit-regular, hence have stable range one (Theorem 5.8, p.278). Here a ring

R is called unit-regular if for each element x in R there is a unit u in R such that

xux = x, that is, x is a unit-regular element. We say also that an element a of R is

(von Neumann) regular if a = axa for some element x in R.

The main purpose of this note is to prove the following Theorem:

THEOREM 1 . Let R be a strongly it-regular ring. If all powers of every nilpotent

regular element of R are regular in R, then R has stable range one.

To prove Theorem 1, we need the following characterizationby Goodearl and Menal

[3, Theorem 6.1] of stable range one for strongly Tr-regular rings .
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434 H-P. Yu [2]

PROPOSITION 2 . (Goodearl and Menal) For a strongly n-regular ring R, R

has stable range one if and only if every nilpotent regular element of the ring eRe is

unit-regular in eRe, where e E R is any idempotent of R.

The proof we are going to give is motivated by a proof of Goodearl and Menal [3,
Theorem 5.8].

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: Let e2 = e e R be any idempotent of R, and x £ eRe
be a nilpotent regular element of eRe, with xyx = x,y £ eRe. It suffices to prove, by
Proposition 2, that x is unit-regular in eRe.

Set Ki — r.anneRe (a;*) , the right annihilates of xx in eRe for all i = 0,1,2, • • • .

CLAIM 1. There exists an integer n Jj 1 such that xeRe + Kn = eRe and xneRef\Ki —

0.

This is clear, since we assume that xn — 0 for some n ^ 1.

CLAIM 2. xeRe -f Ki are direct summands of eReeRe for all i Jj 1.

It is easy to check that an element of eRe is regular in eRe if and only if it is
regular in R. So xx is regular in eRe for all i ^ 2 by our assumption on R. We may
assume xxyixl = a:* for some y,- 6 eJ2e for i ^ 2. Then K, = (e — j/ja;*)eiZe. It is easy
to check that

xeRe + (e — yiX^eRe = yiXxxeRe + (e — j/,-a;*)e/Ze.

We check below that the element yiX*x is actually von Neumann regular in eRe:

yixxx • yi+\xx • y{Xlx = yix
txyi+ixtx = yixlx.

Put ei = yix'xyi+ix1 and /,• = e — j/ji*, then e;/j = /,-ej = 0. We see that Cj and /j

are orthogonal idempotents, hence ej + /; is an idempotent. But yix'xeRe — eieRe,

so xeRe + Ki = eieRe + fieRe = (e,- + fijeRe is a direct summand of eReeRe.

Recall that we assume xyx = x, so xeRe + K\ is a direct summand of eReeRe for

the same reason.

CLAIM 3. xleRe fl Ki are direct summands of eReeRe for all i ^ 1.

First, we show xxeRe C\ K\ = xxKijri. Since xxKi+i C xxeRe and z'ifi+i C -fifi,
xxKi+i C xxeRe !~l A"i; on the other hand, pick any xxr € xxeRe D Ki, then zz ' r =
xi+1r — 0 so that r G A";+i; thus x'r G s'/f.+i and so xxeRe D ifi C z'-Jfi+i •

Second, recall that we assume xxyix' — xx, so that K,+i = (e — yi+1x
x+1)eRe,

and we see that xxeRe D Ki = x*iTj+i = z'(e - j/<+iz1+1)ei2e. We check below that
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xl(e — j/i+ix*"1"1) is von Neumann regular in eRe:

*( i+1) • yi • s ' (e - yi+lx
i+1) = (** - i W i ^ ' ^ ' l ' " IK+i*<+1)

= (e - xtyi+ix)xiyix
i{e - yi+1x

l+1)

= (e - x%yi+ix)x% (e - yi+1x
t+1)

Therefore xxeRe ("I K\ = xlK{+i is a direct summand of eReeRc.
Inasmuch as xyx = x, xeRe 0 K\ — xKz is a direct summand of eReene.

CLAIM 4. (xeRe + Km)/xeRe = Kl/{xmeRe n K{) for all m.
The right ideals of eRe involved here are all direct summands of eReeRe by Claim

2 and Claim 3. We have the ascending and descending chains of direct summands

xeReC@xeRe + KxC®xeRe + K2C® • • • C@xeRe + Km

Kf^xeRe n K®Dx2eRe n K?D • • -® DxmeRe n Kx

which give us the decompositions

m - l

{xeRe + Km)/xeRe ^ 0 (xeRe + Ki+1)/(xeRe + Ki)
»=o

m-l

K1/(x
meRe D Kx) S 0 (z'e.Re n «"i)/(a;i+1eile D iifi)

so if we can show that

(xeRe + Ki+1)l(xeRe + Ki) S (x'eRe n ^^/(s '+^fle n «"i)

for all i, we are done.
First we note that

(xeRe + Ki+1)/(xeRe + K{) = (xeRe + Ki + Ki+1)/(xeRe + K{)

S Ki+1/[(xeRe + K{) n Ki+1] = Ki+1/[(xeRe D if<+1) + K{}.

As x'ifi+i C xieRer\Ki and ^[(xeiie 0 Jfi-n)+,«"»] C xi+1eReHKi, left multiplication
by xl gives a module homomorphism

: Ki+1/[(xeRe D #i+i) + A"i] -» (xfeiie D A"!)/(x<+1eile D
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/ is epic: Pick any r G xleRe f~l K\, r = x%a for some a G eRe. But, since xt+1a =
xr — 0, a£ Ki+1. So /(o) = r.

/ is monk: If z 6 iifj+i and xxz G x'+1eRe O Jfi, then we have x*z — xx+1b for
some 6 G eRe and x*+26 = z(x*z) = 0, whence xb G .Ki+i D aeiZe. Since xl(z — xb) =
0, z — xb G Ki, thus z G (xeRe D ifi+i) + ^ i , that is, / is monk.

We have proved that / is an isomorphism.

CLAIM 5. x is unit-regular in eRe.

It follows from Claim 1 and Claim 4 that

(xeRe + Kn)/xeRe = eRe/xeRe S K1/(x
neRe D K^) = K1/0 = K1.

It is assumed that xyx — x, hence

eRe — yxeRe © K\ = xeRe 0 (e — xy)eRe.

So K\ = (e — xy)eRe. Denote this isomorphism by a. Also, the restriction of the
left multiplication by x gives an isomorphism (3 from yxeRe to xeRe. Define u G
end(eReeiu) = eRe to be the direct sum of a and /? - 1 . Then it is easy to check that
u is a unit in eRe and xux — x. U

Yu [6] proved, among other things, that strongly 7r-regular rings whose idempotents
are all central have stable range one. This result now can be easily deduced as a corollary
of Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 3 . (Yu, [6]) Strongly ir-regular rings whose idempotents are all
central have stable range one.

PROOF: It is known that a ring R has stable range one if and only if R/J(R) has
stable range one, where J(R) denotes the Jacobson radical of R [5, Theorem 2.2)].
Let R be a strongly 7T-regular ring whose idempotents are all central. We need only to
show that R/J(R) has stable range one.

It is trivial to see that for a strongly 7T-regular ring S with J(S) = 0, all idempo-
tents of S are central if and only if S contains no nonzero nilpotent element. Applying
this equivalence to the factor ring R/J(R), we see that R/J(R) contains no nonzero
nilpotent element, hence all powers of every nilpotent regular element are regular. So
the conclusion follows from Theorem 1. D

We conclude this note by giving an example, which shows that the converse of
Theorem is false.

EXAMPLE. Let R be the 2 x 2 matrix ring over F[x]/(x2), where F is any field and
F[x] is the polynomial ring over F.
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Clearly, R is a finite dimensional algebra, hence strongly 7r-regular. Of course, R
has stable range one. But not all the powers of every nilpotent regular element of R

are regular in R. Taking o = ( 1 and u — ( J , it is easy to see that a is
\0 xj \ 1 0 /

nilpotent and aua = o. But a2 = ( j e J(#) is not regular. So the condition that

all powers of every nilpotent regular element are regular is sufficient but not necessary
for strongly 7r-regular rings to have stable range one.
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